
Global Gaming Star and Influencer SypherPK
Launches Signature Apparel Line, Metal
Umbrella

Metal Umbrella’s anime and gaming inspired clothing was
designed for the rule makers, risk takers, and groundbreakers
of tomorrow’s culture

Metal

Umbrella

NEWS RELEASE BY METAL UMBRELLA

Born from Sypher PK’s creative vision to fill a void in the apparel market for gamers, Metal

Umbrella’s anime and gaming inspired clothing was constructed for the digital generation.

Developed as a lifestyle brand, the line is positioned to empower individuals, inspiring them to tap

into their confidence. Dropping August 5 , 2021, exclusively on MetalUmbrella.com, the “Too

Young to Worry” Collection features gender bending wardrobe staples in sizes ranging from XS –

3XL including tees, hoodies, joggers, hats, and bandanas, plus a limited edition electric blue “Defy

Destiny” hoodie. Capturing a vibe driven by the outspoken generation of today’s emerging leaders

in Gen Z, the collection sets out to flip the script on failure. “Failure isn't about how many missteps

you make; it's when you let your fear and worry stop you from doing the things you want to do.”

Animes like Naruto played a major role in content creator SypherPK's personal development.

Sitting in front of the television with his brothers, a young Sypher learned about dedication,

passion, and the pivotal importance of following your vision despite other's opinions. Shop the

“Too Young to Worry” Collection by Metal Umbrella HERE.

"A lot of my passion and drive got sparked in my early years when I was around 13. I was making

my first YouTube videos at that time and my motivation was having fun and connecting with

people. This drop embodies that passion that I had starting out for creating content that people

could connect with." – SypherPK, Creator, Metal Umbrella

 

About SypherPK: SypherPK, aka Ali Hassan, is a professional gamer, streamer, YouTuber

and online personality based in Austin, Texas. Recognized for his cross-market and wide-

reaching audience appeal, he is one of the most popular faces in the gaming industry.

Sypher is most notably known for his educational gameplay on Fortnite, focused on
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teaching tips and tricks. He is revered for his insightful take on game-winning strategies.

The SypherPK YouTube Channel was launched in 2011, and features pro-level Fortnite

gameplay videos. Additionally, SypherPK launched Oni Studios this year, as a visionary

resource designed to empower creators in the gaming space, transforming their brands

into empires.
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